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Abstract. In [13], we provided an algebraic proof of the Zinger’s com-
parison formula [17, 16] between genus one Gromov-Witten invariants
and reduced invariants when the target space is a complete intersection
of dimension 2 or 3 in a projective space. In this paper, we extend the
proof in [13] in any dimensions and for descendant invariants.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Main result. Let Q be a smooth projective variety over C. For each
g, k P Zě0 and d P H2pQ;Zq, the moduli space of stable maps Mg,kpQ, dq
carries the canonical virtual fundamental class rMg,kpQ, dqs
vir of the virtual
dimension vdim :“ c1pTQq X d ` p1 ´ gqpdimQ´ 3q ` k. In this article, we
discuss a decomposition of rMg,kpQ, dqs
vir for g “ 1 when Q is embedded
in Pn as a complete intersection. It leads to an algebraic proof of Zinger’s
theorem [16, Theorem 1A] for complete intersections in projective spaces.
Here are some notations.
‚ Let M
red
1,k pP
n, dq be the closure of the moduli space of stable maps
with smooth domain curves M1,kpP
n, dq ĂM1,kpP
n, dq.
‚ Let M
red
1,k pQ, dq be the closed substack defined by
M
red
1,k pQ, dq :“M1,kpQ, dq XM
red
1,k pP
n, dq ĂM 1,kpQ, dq.
We introduce other closed substacks in M1,kpQ, dq indexed by numerical
information on their rational tails. First, we let S “ Sk,d be the index set
1
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consisting of elements
(1.1) µ “ p pd1pµq,K1pµqq, ..., pdℓpµqpµq,Kℓpµqpµqq q,
where Kipµq are mutually disjoint subsets of rks :“ t1, ..., ku and dipµq are
positive integers with
ř
dipµq “ d. For each µ P S, let K0pµq denote
rkszpYiKipµqq. We will abbreviate K0pµq, Kipµq dipµq and ℓpµq to K0, Ki,
di and ℓ when the context is clear. For each µ of the form (1.1), we assign
the set
µ :“ t pd1pµq,K1pµqq, ..., pdℓpµqpµq,Kℓpµqpµqq u,
and we define S :“ tµ | µ P Su.
‚ Let MµpP
n, dq be the closed substack of M1,kpP
n, dq parametrizing
µ-type maps; see [15] for the precise definition.
‚ Let MµpQ, dq be the closed substack defined by
MµpQ, dq :“M1,kpQ, dq XMµpP
n, dq.
We have a finite, proper node-identifying morphism [15]
ιµ,Q : M1,K0\rℓs ˆM0,‚\K1pQ, d1q ˆQ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆQ M0,‚\KℓpQ, dℓq ÑMµpQ, dq,
where M1,K0\rℓs is the moduli space of genus one stable curves, and the
fiber product is taken by evaluation maps of ‚. Note that if µ1 “ µ2, then
the images of ιµ1,Q and ιµ2,Q are same in M1,kpQ, dq. Let
M0,µpQ, dq :“M0,‚\K1pQ, d1q ˆQ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆQ M0,‚\KℓpQ, dℓq.
Note that M0,µpQ, dq has the canonical virtual fundamental class with the
virtual dimension c1pTQq X d´ 2ℓ` dimQ`
řℓ
i“1 |Ki|.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that Q Ă Pn is a complete intersection in a projec-
tive space and d P H2pQ;Zq Ñ H2pP
n;Zq – Z is a positive integer. Then
we have a decomposition
(1.2) rM 1,kpQ, dqs
vir “ Aredk,d `
ÿ
µPS
A
µ
k,d
of cycles Aredk,d and A
µ
k,d in the Chow group AvdimpM1,kpQ, dqq such that
(1) Aredk,d is supported on M
red
1,k pQ, dq, and moreover, it can be written
as a refined Euler class on the Vakil-Zinger’s desingularization of
M
red
1,k pP
n, dq [15],
(2) Aµk,d is supported on MµpQ, dq, and moreover, its lifting along the fi-
nite morphism ιµ,Q can be expressed in terms of tautological classes,
the Chern class of the tangent bundle TQ on M1,K0\rℓsˆM0,µpQ, dq.
In particular, the integrations on A
µ
k,d are genus zero invariants ap-
peared in [16, Theorem 1A].
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Throughout the paper, we consider Chow groupsA˚p´q withQ-coefficients.
In short, Theorem 1.1 tells us that algebraic reduced invariants defined in
[5, 3] coincide with reduced invariants defined in symplectic geometry [17]
when the target space is complete intersections in projective spaces.
The first property (1) of Theorem 1.1 is known to be the quantum Lef-
schetz property. The classes Aredk,d and A
µ
k,d are already introduced with
different notations in other papers [3, 5]. We accordingly give the precise
definitions of them in Definition 2.1. The quantum Lefschetz property for
Aredk,d is already explained in authors’ previous work [13, (4.1)], which fol-
lows from the idea in [14, 15] (the order follows the timeline on Arxiv). We
will review it in Section 4.3. The refined Euler class description of Aredk,d is
equivalent to the definition in [5].
The second property (2) is precisely stated in [16, Equation (3-29)], which
is followed by several computations in [16, Section 3.4]. The main effort of
this article is to prove that Aµk,d is written in the form of [16, Equation (3-
29)] algebraically. On the other hand, the authors’ previous work already
studied certain invariants defined by integrations on Aµk,d when dimQ “ 2 or
3. This investigation was easier because most integrations became zero only
by dimension counts and we did not considered descendant invariants but
only GW invariants. One advantage of Theorem 1.1 is that one can study
descendant invariants. We also believe that the idea of the algebraic proof
has a possibility to be applied for further works related to the quantum
Lefschetz property for higher genus case [12].
1.2. Desingularization and Local equations. In this section, we review
the desingularizations of moduli spaces of genus one stable maps studied by
Vakil-Zinger [15] and Hu-Li [8] as well as local equations of them studied by
Hu-Li [8].
Let Mwg,k denote the moduli space of genus g prestable curves with k-
marked points, and non-negative integer weights on each component of
curves. Each object in Mwg,k is called as a weighted curve. The moduli
space Mwg,k is decomposed into
š
dM
w
g,k,d, where d indicates the sum of
weights on every component. Let Bg,k,d be the stack of genus g prestable
curves C with k-marked points, and line bundles L of degree d on C. Let
M
div
g,k,d denote the stack of pairs pC,Dq, where C is a genus g prestable curve
with k-marked points, and D is a degree d effective divisor on C. We abbre-
viate subscripts on Mwg,k,d (respectively Bg,k,d and M
div
g,k,d) when the context
is clear. Note that Mw, B, and Mdiv are smooth Artin stacks.
We now assume that g “ 1. Hu-Li constructed a (finite) sequence of
blow-up ĂMw Ñ Mw to get another smooth Artin stack; see [8] for details.
The important property of this successive blow-up is as follows. Let ĂM :“ĂMw ˆMw M 1,kpPn, dq, and ĂMµ :“ ĂMµ ˆMµ M1,kpPn, dq where Mµ is a
closed substack of Mw of µ-type weighted curves and ĂMµ is the exceptional
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divisor of the blow-up along its proper transform in ĂMw. Then we have a
decomposition of the spaceĂM “ ĂMred Y ď
µPS
ĂMµ(1.3)
such that
(1) the image of ĂMred under the projection morphism
b : ĂMÑM1,kpPn, dq
is supported on M
red
1,k pP
n, dq,
(2) the image of ĂMµ under b is supported on MµpPn, dq,
(3) ĂMred and ĂMµ, are smooth, and they intersect transversally each
other.
Furthermore, Hu-Li described ĂM locally as a zero of a multi-valued
function. For each hyperplane H Ă Pn, we can choose an open substack
UH Ă M1,kpP, dq consisting of pC, fq such that f
˚pHq Ă C is a smooth, d
distinct points [6, Section 3]. Note that UH covers M1,kpP, dq as varying
H Ă Pn. Let rUH :“ UH ˆM1,kpP,dq ĂM. Consider a following diagram
UH
l
//

Mdiv
l
//

B
ö
//

Mw
rUH // ĂMdiv // rB // ĂMw,
(1.4)
where rB :“ B ˆMw ĂMw, and ĂMdiv :“ Mdiv ˆMw ĂMw are fiber products;
Mw ÑĂMw is a smooth affine chart; and B “ PicpCMw{Mw, dq is a relative
Picard scheme with the weight d. Note that the fiber product of the most
right-hand square of (1.4) is a C˚-gerbe of B. Mdiv is a scheme since the
morphism ĂMdiv Ñ rB is representable. The scheme structure on UH can be
described as follows. Let t “ t1t2 . . . tr P ΓpM
w,OMwq be a product of node
smoothing variables. Consider a multi-valued function
F : Mdiv ˆ Cn ˆ Cdn Ñ Cn
px, y1, . . . , yn, . . . q ÞÑ ptpxqy1, . . . , tpxqynq.
There exists an open dense subset VH Ă M
div ˆ Cn ˆ Cdn such that UH is
a closed substack of VH defined by tF |VH “ 0u. Locally, we have
ĂMred “
ty1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ yn “ 0u, and YµĂMµ “ tt “ 0u. For each node-smoothing
parameter ti, tti “ 0u is locally isomorphic to ĂMµ for some µ P S. Note
that tti “ 0u is supported on the image of the glueing morphism
(1.5) M1,K0Yrℓs ˆM
w
0,‚YK1,d1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆM
w
0,‚YKℓ,dℓ
ÑMw,
which is unramified and has codimension ℓ in Mw. Note that Mµ is its
image.
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1.3. Moduli space of stable maps to Q vs Moduli space of stable
maps to Pn with fields. Suppose that
Q “ tf1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ fm “ 0u Ă P
n
is a complete intersection in Pn defined by homogeneous polynomials fi P
H0pPn,Opdegfiqq. Let π : C Ñ M1,kpQ, dq be the universal curve and
ev : C Ñ Q be the evaluation morphism. The dual of the natural relative
perfect obstruction theory of M1,kpQ, dq over M
w is Rπ˚ev
˚TQ. It gives rise
to a class
rM 1,kpQ, dqs
vir P AvdimpM1,kpQ, dqq.
By abuse of notations, we use the same notations for universal curves and
evaluation maps on any spaces when the context is clear.
Now we turn our interest to moduli space with fields. Any morphism from
a curve C to Pn can be written in terms of a line bundle L on C and a section
u in H0pC,L‘n`1q. Hence there is a forgetful morphism M 1,kpP
n, dq Ñ B.
The moduli spaces of stable maps with fields M1,kpP
n, dqp, constructed by
Chang-Li [2], is by definition a space parametrizing pC,L, uq P M1,kpP
n, dq
and p “ pp1, . . . , pmq P H
0pC, p‘iL
b´degfiq b ωCq, where ωC is a dualiz-
ing sheaf of C. By using the cosection-localization technique [9] studied
by Kiem-Li, one can define a class rM1,kpP
n, dqpsvirloc in AvdimpM1,kpQ, dqq.
Moreover, by [2, 11, 4], it is proven that
rM1,kpP
n, dqpsvirloc “ p´1q
d
ř
i degfirM1,kpQ, dqs
vir.(1.6)
Let ĂMp :“ ĂMwˆMwM 1,kpPn, dqp be the fiber product space. Let ĂMQ :“ĂMwˆMwM1,kpQ, dq be a closed substack of ĂM. Let bQ : ĂMQ ÑM 1,kpQ, dq
be the projection morphism. A pull-back of the relative perfect obstruction
theory of M1,kpP
n, dqp over B´
Rπ˚ev
˚
OPnp1q
‘pn`1q
à
‘iRπ˚pev
˚
OPnp´degfiq b ωπq
¯_
is a relative perfect obstruction theory of ĂMp over rB, denoted by EĂMp{ rB.
The localized virtual class rĂMpsvirloc P AvdimpĂMQq defined by a pull-back of
the cosection satisfies an equivalence of classes [13, Lemma 3.2]
pbQq˚rĂMpsvirloc “ rM1,kpPn, dqpsvirloc.(1.7)
By (1.6) and (1.7), we will use the left-hand side of (1.7) for the proof of
Theorem 1.1.
We can decompose rĂMpsvirloc using the following decomposition of the spaceĂMp. ĂMp is locally defined by a zero of a multi-valued function. More
precisely, the open chart UpH :“ UH ˆ rUH rUpH is described by tF 1|V pH “ 0u,
where UH , rUH are introduced in (1.4); rUpH :“ rUH ˆĂM ĂMp; V pH is a suitable
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open subset of Mdiv ˆ Cn ˆ Cm ˆ Cdn; and F 1 is a multi-valued function
F 1 :Mdiv ˆ Cn ˆ Cm ˆ Cdn Ñ Cn ˆ Cm
px, y1, ..., yn, yn`1, ..., yn`m, ...q ÞÑ ptpxqy1, tpxqy2, ..., tpxqyn`mq.
A local decomposition
ty1 “ y2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ yn`m “ 0u Y
ď
i
tti “ 0u
gives rise to a decompositionĂMp “ ĂMp,red Y ď
µPS
ĂMp,µ.(1.8)
Note that ĂMp,red – ĂMred, which means ĂMp,red is not defined by a fiber
product. We will see that the virtual cycle rĂMps decompose into cycles
supported on components of the decomposition (1.8). The localized vir-
tual cycle pbQq˚rĂMpsvirloc decompose into cycles supported on M red1,k pQ, dq and
MµpQ, dq accordingly.
1.4. Plan of the paper. In Section 2.2, we discuss decompositions of the
relative intrinsic normal cones supported on the decomposition (1.8). Using
one of those decompositions, we define the cycles Aredk,d and A
µ
k,d. In Section
2.3, we express Aµk,d in terms of coarse spaces of the intrinsic normal cones
in order to use local descriptions of the cones with coordinates studied in
Section 2.1. It leads us to get a description of Aµk,d in terms of Chern classes
of vector bundles, which will be discussed in Section 4.1. Finally we will
prove Theorem 1.1 in Section 4.2 and 4.3.
The crucial bridge between Section 2 and 4 is Section 3. Here, we discuss
how the normal bundles of node-identifying morphisms (1.5) are modified
along the successive blow-up. In Section 4.1 and 4.2, these normal bundles
will be compared to the cones studied in Section 2 in order to obtain a
description of Aµk,d.
Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank Navid Nabijou for
valuable comments. We also thank to the Fields Institute for wonderful
working environment.
S. L. is supported by a KIAS Individual Grant MG070901 at Korea In-
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2. Computation of normal cones
In this section, we study relative intrinsic normal cones of ĂM and ĂMp,
and their coarse moduli spaces; see [1, 3] for the definition of coarse moduli
spaces of cone stacks. More precisely, we decompose the relative intrinsic
normal cone CĂM{ĂMw (resp. CĂMp{ĂMw) into irreducible components which
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are supported on irreducible components of ĂM (resp. ĂMp); see irreducible
decompositions (1.3) and (1.8).
Using the decomposition of CĂMp{ĂMw , we will define Aredk,d and Aµk,d. Also
we will see that H1pE_ĂMp{ĂMw |ĂMp,µq is locally free which contains the coarse
moduli space of an irreducible component of CĂMp{ĂMw lying on ĂMp,µ so that
we can reinterpret Aµk,d in terms of H
1pE_ĂMp{ĂMw |ĂMp,µq and coarse moduli
space of the cone. This interpretation will be helpful for the computation of
A
µ
k,d in Section 4.
2.1. Decomposition of normal cones: with local coordinates. We
compute and decompose normal cones of the moduli spaces ĂM and ĂMp
locally by using local charts and local equations referred in Section 1.2 and
1.3.
The following is a general situation. Let X be an affine scheme X “
SpecpRq of a commutative C-algebra R and t “
rś
i
ti P R be a product
element in R. Assume that both X and each SpecpR{ptiqq are irreducible.
Consider the subscheme
Y :“ tty1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ tyk “ 0u Ă X ˆ C
k “ SpecpRry1, . . . , yksq.
We may consider X “ pMdiv ˆ Cdnq X VH (resp. X “ pM
div ˆ Cdnq X V pH),
Y “ UH (resp. Y “ U
p
H) and k “ n (resp. k “ n`m) for a local description
of ĂM (resp. ĂMp); see Section 1.2 and 1.3.
From a direct computation, we can check that
CY {XˆCk – Spec
˜ pRrx1, . . . , xks
pyixj ´ xjyiq1ďiăjďk
¸
, pR :“ Rry1, . . . , yks{ptyiq1ďiďk .
Note that Y “ Specp pRq. Let
Y red :“ ty1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ yk “ 0u and Y
i :“ tti “ 0u in X ˆC
k.
Then X – Y red and Y “ Y red Y
Ť
i
Y i. We have
CY {XˆCk |Y red
– Spec
˜˜ pRrx1, . . . , xks
pyixj ´ xjyiq1ďiăjďk
¸
b pR pR{py1, . . . , ykq
¸
– SpecpRrx1, . . . , xksq,
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and
CY {XˆCk |Y i(2.1)
– Spec
˜˜ pRrx1, . . . , xks
pyixj ´ xjyiq1ďiăjďk
¸
b pR Rry1, . . . , yks{ptiq
¸
– Spec
ˆ
R{ptiqry1 . . . , yksrx1, . . . , xks
pyixj ´ xjyiq1ďiăjďk
˙
.
Hence CY {XˆCk |Y red is a rank k vector bundle on Y
red – X “ SpecpRq,
which is isomorphic to the normal bundle NY red{XˆCk , and CY {XˆCk |Y i is
a fiber bundle over SpecpR{ptiqq whose fibers are isomorphic to the affine
cone of Bl0C
k in Ck ˆ Ck. Since SpecpRq and SpecpR{ptiqq are irreducible,
so are CY {XˆCk |Y red and CY {XˆCk |Y i .
Now, we consider the local model of ĂM. LetrUredH :“ rUH ˆĂM ĂMred and rUµH :“ rUH ˆĂM ĂMµ.
Let ĂMrat :“ YµĂMµ. Then N_ĂMrat{ĂMw | rUµH is locally isomorphic to the conor-
mal bundle Čptq{ptq2 on Y i, where µ-component is locally defined by tti “ 0u.
By [3, Proposition 3.2], the obstruction bundle H1pE_rUH{ĂMdiv | rUµH q is locally
isomorphic to Y i ˆ Cn. Since Y is defined by an ideal pty1, . . . , tynq, we
observe that the natural morphism
NĂMrat{ĂMw | rUµH Ñ H1pE_rUH{ĂMdiv | rUµH q(2.2)
is expressed by
Y i ˆ CÑ Y i ˆ Cn, 1 ÞÑ py1, . . . , ynq.
From (2.1), we also observe that
´ the cone CY {XˆCk |Y i is the closure of the image of the above morphism. ´
(2.3)
Note that N_ĂMµi {ĂMw is locally defined by Čptiq{ptiq2. Hence, locally we have
NĂMrat{ĂMw | rUµH loc– NĂMµ{ĂMw
¨˝ ÿ
µ1‰µ
ĂMµ1 XĂMµ‚˛ˇˇˇ rUµ
H
.
By glueing the local isomorphisms, we have a global isomorphism
NĂMrat{ĂMw |ĂMµ – NĂMµ{ĂMw
¨˝ ÿ
µ1‰µ
ĂMµ1 XĂMµ‚˛.(2.4)
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2.2. Decomposition of intrinsic normal cones of moduli spaces. In
Section 2.1, we obtain the irreducible decomposition of the intrinsic normal
cone
(2.5) C rUH{ĂMdiv “ C rUredH {ĂMdiv Y
´
YµC rUH{ĂMdiv | rUµH
¯
.
Similarly, we obtain the irreducible decomposition
(2.6) C rUp
H
{ĂMdiv “ C rUp,red
H
{ĂMdiv Y
´
YµC rUp
H
{ĂMdiv | rUp,µH
¯
,
where rUp,redH :“ rUpH ˆĂMp ĂMp,red and rUp,µH :“ rUpH ˆĂMp ĂMp,µ. However, we
cannot glue these local decompositions to get global decompositions because
there is no natural morphism ĂM Ñ ĂMdiv . Instead, using local decomposi-
tions (2.5) and (2.6), we will get global decompositions of relative intrinsic
normal cones CĂM{ĂMw , CĂMp{ĂMw , CĂM{ rB and CĂMp{ rB.
Consider the morphism θ1 : h
1{h0pT rUH{ĂMdivq Ñ h1{h0pT rUH {ĂMwq induced
by an exact triangle of the tangent complexes. By the proof of [10, Propo-
sition 3], we obtain θ˚1 pC rUH{ĂMwq “ C rUH{ĂMdiv . Therefore the decomposition
(2.5) descends to the irreducible decomposition
(2.7) C rUH{ĂMw “ C rUredH {ĂMw Y
´
YµC rUH{ĂMw | rUµH
¯
.
Similarly, (2.6) induces the following decomposition
C rUp
H
{ĂMw “ C rUp,red
H
{ĂMw Y
´
YµC rUp
H
{ĂMw | rUp,µH
¯
.(2.8)
They glue to get the global decompositions of the intrinsic normal cone
CĂM{ĂMw “ CĂMred{ĂMw Y
´
YµCĂM{ĂMw |ĂMµ
¯
,
CĂMp{ĂMw “ CĂMp,red{ĂMw Y
´
YµCĂMp{ĂMw |ĂMp,µ
¯
.
Similarly, for an induced morphism θ2 : h
1{h0pT rUH{ rBq Ñ h1{h0pT rUH{ĂMwq,
we have θ˚2 pC rUH{ĂMwq “ C rUH{ rB. Hence the local decompositions (2.7) and
(2.8) pull back to the following local decompositions
C rUH{ rB “ C rUredH { rB Y
´
YµC rUH{ rB| rUµH
¯
,
C rUp
H
{ rB “ C rUp,red
H
{ rB Y
´
YµC rUp
H
{ rB| rUp,µ
H
¯
.
They glue to the global irreducible decompositions
CĂM{ rB “ CĂMred{ rB Y
´
YµCĂM{ rB|ĂMµ
¯
,
CĂMp{ rB “ CĂMp,red{ rB Y
´
YµCĂMp{ rB|ĂMp,µ
¯
.
Now we define the classes Aredk,d and A
µ
k,d.
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Definition 2.1. The classes Aredk,d , A
µ
k,d P AvdimpM1,kpQ, dqq are defined by
Aredk,d :“ p´1q
d
ř
i degfipbQq˚0
!
h1{h0pE_ĂMp{ĂBq,locrCĂMp,red{ rBs,
A
µ
k,d :“ p´1q
d
ř
i degfipbQq˚0
!
h1{h0pE_ĂMp{ĂBq,locrCĂMp{ rB|ĂMp,µs.
They are localized classes by a cosection; see [9] for the detail of cosection-
localized class. The cosection will be defined in (4.1).
By (1.6), we have
rM1,kpQ, dqs
vir “ p´1qd
ř
i degfipbQq˚rĂMpsvirloc “ Aredk,d ` ÿ
µPS
A
µ
k,d.
This gives the cycle decomposition (1.2) in Theorem 1.1. It remains to show
conditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 1.1. We will do this in Section 4.
2.3. Coarse moduli spaces of the cone stacks. In Section 4.1 and 4.2,
we will compute Aµk,d in terms of Chern classes of vector bundles. To do so,
we express Aµk,d in terms of the coarse moduli spaces by using [3, Proposition
6.3], namely
0!h1{h0pE_ĂMp{ĂB| ĂMp,µq,locrCĂMp{ rB|ĂMp,µs “ 0!H1pE_ĂMp{ĂB| ĂMp,µ q,locrCĂMp{ rB|ĂMp,µs
(2.9)
where CĂMp{ rB|ĂMp,µ is the coarse moduli space of the cone stack CĂMp{ rB|ĂMp,µ .
Note that H1pE_ĂMp{ rB|ĂMp,µq, which is the coarse moduli space of the bundle
stack h1{h0pE_ĂMp{ rB|ĂMp,µq, is a vector bundle [3, 8]. In Section 4.1, we will
study another formula of the right-hand side of (2.9) using
CĂMp{ĂMw |ĂMp,µ Ă H1pE_ĂMp{ĂMw |ĂMp,µq
instead of
CĂMp{ rB|ĂMp,µ Ă H1pE_ĂMp{ rB|ĂMp,µq
to have an advantage for a Chern class expression of Aµk,d. Before doing this,
we need to prove H1pE_ĂMp{ĂMw |ĂMp,µq is locally free.
Lemma 2.2. The coherent sheaf H1pE_ĂMp{ĂMw |ĂMp,µq is locally free of rank
n`m`
ř
i d ¨ degfi.
Proof. For a hyperplane H Ă Pn we assign the local chart rUpH Ă ĂMp as in
Section 1.3. It is enough to show that H1pE_rUp
H
{ĂMw | rUp,µH q is locally free of
rank n`m`
ř
i d ¨ degfi where
rUp,µH :“ tti “ 0u Ă rUpH .
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Recall that the natural relative perfect obstruction theory of rUpH relative
to ĂMdiv introduced in [2, Proposition 2.5] is
E rUp
H
{ĂMdiv “
˜
Rπ˚ev
˚
OPnpHq
‘n
à
i
Rπ˚ pev
˚
OPnp´degfi ¨Hq b ωCq
¸_
.
Two short exact sequences
0Ñ OPn Ñ OpHq
‘n`1
Pn Ñ TPn Ñ 0
0Ñ OPnp´Hq Ñ OPn Ñ OH Ñ 0
give rise to an exact triangle
Rπ˚ev
˚
OPnpHq
‘n Ñ Rπ˚ev
˚TPn Ñ Rπ˚ev
˚
OHpHq
`1
ÝÑ .(2.10)
Since the effective divisor ev˚H Ă C is the sum of distinct, smooth points,
Rπ˚ev
˚OHpHq – π
˚
HTĂMdiv{ĂMw , where πH : rUpH Ñ ĂMdiv is the projection
morphism. Thus, we have the following diagram of triangles
Rπ˚ev
˚OHpHqr´1s // E
_rUp
H
{ĂMdiv // E_rUp
H
{ĂMw `1 //
π˚HTĂMdiv{ĂMwr´1s //
–
OO
T rUp
H
{ĂMdiv //
OO
T rUp
H
{ĂMw
OO
`1 // ,
(2.11)
where two right-hand vertical morphisms are given by dual of relative per-
fect obstruction theories. The first row of the diagram (2.11) comes from
(2.10). If we restrict the above sequence in (2.11) to rUp,µH and take the first
cohomology, then we have the following exact sequence
Ñ π˚ev
˚
OHpHq Ñ H
1pE_rUp
H
{ĂMdiv | rUp,µH q Ñ H1pE_rUpH{ĂMw | rUp,µH q Ñ 0.(2.12)
Since we have
E_rUp
H
{ĂMdiv | rUp,µH
–
˜
Rπ˚ev
˚
OPnpHq
‘n ‘
à
i
Rπ˚ pev
˚
OPnp´degfi ¨Hq b ωCq
¸ ˇˇˇ rUp,µ
H
– rO‘d`1rUp,µ
H
0
ÝÑ O rUp,µ
H
s‘n ‘
à
i
rO rUp,µ
H
0
ÝÑ O
‘pd¨degfi`1qrUp,µ
H
s
from [3, 8], we have H1pE_rUp
H
{ĂMdiv | rUp,µH q – O‘pn`m`
ř
i d¨degfiqrUp,µ
H
. Thus we have
rankpH1pE_rUp
H
{ĂMw | rUp,µH qq ď n`m`
ř
i d ¨ degfi.
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Consider the following diagram in the proof of [2, Lemma 2.8]
Rπ˚OC // E
_rUp
H
{ rB // E_rUp
H
{ĂMw `1 //
π˚rBTrB{ĂMw r´1s //
–
OO
T rUp
H
{ rB //
OO
T rUp
H
{ĂMw
OO
`1 // ,
(2.13)
where π rB : rUpH Ñ rB is the natural projection morphism. If we restrict the
above sequence in (2.13) to rUp,µH and take the first cohomology, then we have
the following exact sequence:
Ñ R1π˚OC Ñ H
1pE_rUp
H
{ rB| rUp,µH q Ñ H1pE_rUpH{ĂMw | rUp,µH q Ñ 0.
Since we have
E_rUp
H
{ rB| rUp,µH
–
˜
Rπ˚ev
˚
OPnpHq
‘pn`1q ‘
à
i
Rπ˚ pev
˚
OPnp´degfi ¨Hq b ωCq
¸ ˇˇˇ rUp,µ
H
– rO‘d`1rUp,µ
H
0
ÝÑ O rUp,µ
H
s‘pn`1q ‘
à
i
rO rUp,µ
H
0
ÝÑ O
‘pd¨degfi`1qrUp,µ
H
s,
we conclude that rankpH1pE_rUp
H
{ĂMw | rUp,µH qq ě n`m`
ř
i d ¨ degfi. It implies
that H1pE_rUp
H
{ĂMw | rUp,µH q is a vector bundle of rank n`m`
ř
i d ¨ degfi. 
Similarly, the coherent sheafH1pE_ĂM{ĂMw |ĂMµq is locally free of rank n. The
obstruction bundlesH1pE_rUp
H
{ĂMdiv | rUp,µH q andH1pE_rUpH{ĂMw | rUp,µH q are isomorphic
since they have the same rank in the exact sequence (2.12). The bundles
H1pE_rUH{ĂMdiv | rUµH q and H1pE_rUH{ĂMw | rUµH q are also isomorphic.
Corollary 2.3. We can glue the morphism (2.2) to obtain
NĂMrat{ĂMw |ĂMµ Ñ H1pE_ĂM{ĂMw |ĂMµq
whose zero locus is ĂMµ X ĂMred.
By (2.13), we obtain a diagram of short exact sequences of abelian cones
0 // R1π˚OC rUp,µ
H
// H1pE_rUp
H
{ rB| rUp,µH q // H1pE_rUpH{ĂMw | rUp,µH q // 0
0 // R1π˚OC rUp,µ
H
// C rUp
H
{ rB| rUp,µ
H
//
?
OO
C rUp
H
{ĂMw | rUp,µH //
?
OO
0,
(2.14)
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where C rUp
H
{ rB| rUp,µ
H
(resp. C rUp
H
{ĂMw | rUp,µH ) is the coarse moduli space of the cone
stack C rUp
H
{ rB| rUp,µ
H
(resp. C rUp
H
{ĂMw | rUp,µH ). We glue these local exact sequences
to obtain a global fiber diagram
CĂMp{ rB|ĂMp,µ   //

H1pE_ĂMp{ rB|ĂMp,µq
θ

CĂMp
H
{ĂMw |ĂMp,µ
H
  // H1pE_ĂMp{ĂMw |ĂMp,µq
where θ is the morphism of vector bundles induced by θ2. In other words,
we have θ˚pCĂMp
H
{ĂMw |ĂMp,µH q “ CĂMp{ rB|ĂMp,µ .
3. Normal bundles of node-identifying morphisms
In this section, we give some analogues of the results in [15, Section 2,3
and 4] and [16, Section 3.4]. Here is the summary of what we will do in this
section. For a fixed µ P S, we consider the following fiber diagram of the
node-identifying morphism ιµ and the blow-up morphism ĂMw ÑMw
Mfib
//
l
rιµ //

ĂMw

M1,K0Yrℓs ˆM
w
0,‚YK1,d1
ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆMw0,‚YKℓ,dℓ
ιµ //Mw.
We will express the space Mfib precisely later. Then
´ the normal bundle Nrιµ is obtained by some modifications of Nιµ . ´
(3.1)
Note that Nrιµ – rι˚µNĂMµ{ĂMw . It will be combined with (2.3), (2.4), Corollary
2.3, and the explicit description of Nιµ (3.2) below through (3.1) for the
computation of Aµk,d. We fix an element
µ “ tpd1,K1q, . . . , pdℓ,Kℓqu P S.
Note that ιµ is unramified finite morphism, but not an embedding. Moreover
it factors through the morphism (1.5). The image of ιµ is an open substack
of Mµ which is the image of (1.5). So the relative normal bundle of ιµ is
Nιµ “ ‘iPrℓsLi b L‚,i(3.2)
where Li is the i-th tautological bundle onM1,K0\rℓs and L‚,i is the tautolog-
ical bundle on Mw0,‚\Ki,di corresponding to the marked point ‚ of M
w
‚\Ki,di
.
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3.1. Successive blow-up and normal bundles. Now, we discuss the de-
tail of (3.1). First we want to describe a successive blow-upĂMw ÑMw, and
explain how the relative normal bundle Nιµ is modified along the blow-up
later. We introduce a partial order onS following [15, (2-2)]. For µa, µb P S,
µa ă µb ðñ M
µa XMµb ‰ ∅, lpµaq ` |K0pµaq| ă lpµbq ` |K0pµbq|.
We then fix any complete order ă on S an extension of this partial order.
Namely,
S “ tµ1 ă µ2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă µ “ µNpµq ă µNpµq`1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă µNu.
We denote M|0 :“ Mw, which is an initial space of the sequence of blow-
ups. Let π1 : M
|1 :“ Bl
Mµ1
M
|0 Ñ M|0 be the blow-up morphism, and
M
µj |1 be the proper transforms of Mµj via π1. Inductively we define the
blow-up morphism πi : M
|i :“ Bl
Mµi|i´1
M
|i´1 Ñ M|i´1 and the proper
transforms Mµj |i of Mµj |i´1 via πi. In the final step, we obtain ĂMw :“M|N
and ĂMµj :“ Mµj |N . Let rπ : ĂMw Ñ Mw be the composition of blow-up
morphisms π1, . . . , πN . Note that rπ does not depend on choices of complete
orders.
At i-th step of blow-up, we have the node-identifying morphism ιiµ ob-
tained by the proper transform of the original node-identifying morphism
ιµ. We will get ι
N
µ “ rιµ. Now, we want to see how Nιµ (3.2) is related to
the normal bundle of ιiµ by an induction on i, which finally explains (3.1).
Initial step of the induction. The following argument checks the conditions
of [15, Lemma 3.5] which is the key idea for the inductive argument. We
introduce some notations first. We define an index set Apµa, µbq for any
µa, µb P S,
Apµa, µbq :“
"
ρ : rℓpµbqs։ rℓpµaqs
ˇˇˇˇ
Kipµbq Ă Kρpiqpµaq,ř
j1Pρ´1pjq dj1pµbq “ djpµaq
*
which is a more finer index set than the one in [15, Section 4.2]. Let
‚ Ijpρq :“ ρ
´1pjq,
‚ Kjpρq :“ KjpµbqzpYj1PIjpρqKj1pµaqq,
‚ I0pρq :“ ρ
´1ptj P rℓpµaqs : |Kjpµaq \ Ijpρq| “ 1, Kjpρq “ ∅uq, and
‚ K0pρq :“ K0pµbqzpYjPrℓpµaqsKjpµqq.
Note that |Kjpµaq \ Ijpρq| ě 2 for j P rℓpµaqszI0pρq. Geometrically, each
ρ corresponds to an intersection component of Mµa and Mµb . Recall that
each generic element in Mµa has a genus one component C0 in M1,K0pµaq
glued to genus zero curves C1, . . . , Cℓpµaq with marked points corresponding
to elements in Kjpµaq through the nodal point j P rℓpµaqs. This element
considered as in the intersection component corresponding to ρ has the fol-
lowing property. For each j P rℓpµaqs, Cj has another |Ijpρq|-nodal points
if |Kjpµaq \ Ijpρq| ě 2, and each attached component has Kjpµaq marked
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points. Kjpρq denotes the remaining marked points on Cj. We leave the
interpretations of K0pρq and I0pρq for the readers.
For simplicity, we denote M0,µ :“
ś
iPrℓs
M
w
0,‚\Ki,di
. For any i ă Npµq, we
have
ι´1µ pM
µiq “
ğ
ρPApµi,µq
M1,ρ ˆM0,µ(3.3)
where
Apµa, µbq :“ \tµ1|µ1“µau
Apµ1, µbq,
and M1,ρ ĂM1,K0pµq\rℓpµqs is an image of the node-identifying morphism
M1,K0pρq\I0pρq ˆ
ź
jPrℓpµiqszρpI0pρqq
M0,‚\Ijpρq\Kjpρq ÑM1,K0pµq\rℓpµqs .
And we have
ι˚µ
´
NιµpM1,ρˆM0,µq{Mµi
¯
“
à
iPrℓszI0pρq
Li b L‚,i|M1,ρˆM0,µ .(3.4)
Let
‚ Li,0 :“ Li
‚ M
0
1,pK0,rℓsq :“M1,K0\rℓs
‚ M
1
1,pK0,rℓsq : The blow-up ofM
0
1,pK0,rℓsq along the locus
Ů
ρPApµ1,µq
M
0
1,ρ
where M
0
1,ρ :“ M1,ρ. Note that we can check M
0
1,ρ are disjoint to
each other by [15, Lemma 2.6].
‚ Dρ : Exceptional divisors of the blow-up π1 supported on the locus
M
0
1,ρ.
‚ By abuse of notation, we again denote π1 by the blow-up morphism
M
1
1,pK0,rℓsq ÑM
0
1,pK0,rℓsq.
We note that the collection of unramified morphisms tιµ1 , . . . , ιµN u is prop-
erly self-intersecting (see [15, Definition 3.2] for the definition) and the image
of ιµ1 is smooth by [15, Section 4.3, (I8)]. Hence we can apply [15, Corollary
3.4] to guarantee that the induced node-identifying morphism
ι1µ : M
1
1,pK0,rℓsq ˆM0,µ ÑM
|1
is again an unramified morphism whose image is an open substack of Mµ|1.
By (3.3) and (3.4), we can apply [15, Lemma 3.5] so that we have
Nι1µ “
à
iPrℓs
π˚1Li,0
¨˝
´
ÿ
ρPApµ1,µq|iPI0pρq
Dρ‚˛b L‚,i.
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Second step of the induction: j ă Npµq case. Inductively, when j ă Npµq,
we have the following by applying [15, Corollary 3.4] and [15, Lemma 3.5]
repeatedly.
‚ For i ą j the induced node-identifying morphisms
ιjµi : M
j
1,pK0pµiq,rℓpµiqsq
ˆM0,µi ÑM
|j
are unramified, and the collection tιjµj`1 , . . . ι
j
µN u are properly self-
intersecting. Note that the image of ιjµj`1 is smooth by [15, Section
4.3, (I8)].
‚ The normal bundle is decomposed into
N
ι
j
µ
“
à
iPrℓs
π˚jLi,j´1
¨˝
´
ÿ
ρPApµj ,µq|iPI0pρq
Dρ‚˛b L‚,i.
Here are the notations above which are defined inductively
‚ M
j´1
1,ρ : a proper transform of M
j´2
1,ρ via the blow-up
πj´1 : M
j´1
1,pK0,rℓsq ÑM
j´2
1,pK0,rℓsq.
‚ M
j
1,pK0,rℓsq : the blow-up ofM
j´1
1,pK0,rℓsq along the locus
Ů
ρPApµj ,µq
M
j´1
1,ρ .
‚ πj : M
j
1,pK0,rℓsq ÑM
j´1
1,pK0,rℓsq : the blow-up morphism.
‚ Dρ : Exceptional divisors of the blow-up πj supported on the locus
M
j´1
1,ρ .
We can check the conditions of [15, Lemma 3.5] that we need to apply
repeatedly. For j ă Npµq, we have
pιjµq
´1pMµi|jq “
ğ
ρPApµi,µq
M
j
1,ρ ˆM0,µ
where M
j
1,ρ is the proper transform of M
j´1
1,ρ via the blow-up morphism πj.
Also, when j ă Npµq we have the following for each ρ P Apµj`1, µq
pιjµq
˚
´
N
ι
j
µpM
j
1,ρˆM0,µq{M
µj`1|j
¯
“
à
iPrℓszI0pρq
Li,j b L‚,i|
M
j
1,ρˆM0,µ
where Li,j :“ π
˚
jLi,j´1
˜
´
ř
ρPApµj ,µq|iPI0pρq
Dρ
¸
.
Third step of the induction: j “ Npµq case. For simplicity, we denoteĂM1,pK0,rℓsq :“MNpµq´11,pK0,rℓsq, rLi :“ Li,Npµq´1.
In [15], Vakil-Zinger explained that all rLi are isomorphic, so we denote it
by L. Let E be the Hodge bundle on M1,K0\rℓs. Let E0 :“ E and we define
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Ei inductively by Ei :“ π
˚
i Ei´1
˜ ř
ρPApµi,µq
Dρ
¸
. Let rE :“ ENpµq´1. Thus we
obtain
rE “ π˚E
¨˚
˝ ÿ
ρP
ŮNpµq´1
i“1 Apµi,µq
rDρ‹˛‚(3.5)
where π : ĂM1,pK0,rℓsq Ñ M1,pK0,rℓsq is the composition of the blow-ups
π1, . . . , πNpµq´1, ĂDρ are pull-backs of Dρ. Note that L – rE_; see [15].
Now we define PM00,µ :“ Pp‘iPrℓsL‚,iq, where ‘iPrℓsL‚,i is a vector bundle
on M0,µ. Let γ be the tautological bundle on PM
0
0,µ. Then we have the
following natural induced morphism
ιNpµqµ :
ĂM1,pK0,rℓsq ˆ PM00,µ – PpNιNpµq´1µ q
– PppιNpµq´1µ q
˚N
ι
Npµq´1
µ pĂM1,pK0,rℓsqˆM0,µq{M|Npµq´1q
ÝÑ PpN
Mµ|Npµq´1{M|Npµq´1q –M
µ|Npµq.
Since Mµ|Npµq is the exceptional divisor of Bl
Mµ|Npµq´1M
|Npµq´1 – M|Npµq,
the normal bundle N
Mµ|Npµq{M|Npµq is the tautological bundle of the projec-
tivization PpN
Mµ|Npµq´1{M|Npµq´1q. Thus we have
N
ι
Npµq
µ
– rEb γ.
Last step of the induction: j ą Npµq case. An idea of the last step is again
an induction on j. The new inductive argument is pretty much similar to
the first and second steps.
First, we consider j “ Npµq ` 1. By [15, Section 4.3 (I8)], the image
of the unramified morphism ι
Npµq
µ , which is equal to Mµ|Npµq Ă M|Npµq,
is a smooth divisor and the image of ι
Npµq
µNpµq`1 is smooth. Thus M
µ|Npµq
and Mµ
1|Npµq intersect transversally for µ ‰ µ1. Hence we observe that
the collection tι
Npµq
µ , ι
Npµq
µNpµq`1 , . . . , ι
Npµq
µN u of unramified morphisms is properly
self-intersecting. Before going further, we introduce some notations.
‚ For ρ P Apµ, µjq, j ą Npµq, and for i P rℓpµqs let M0,ρi Ă M
w
0,Ki,di
be the image of the node-identifying morphism
M0,‚\Kipρq\Iipρq ˆ
ź
i1PIipρq
M
w
0,‚\Ki1 pµjq,di1
ÑMw0,‚\Ki,di .
‚ Let M0,ρ :“
ś
iPrℓs
M0,ρi ĂM0,µ.
‚ Let PM00,ρ :“ Pp‘iPrℓszI0pρqL‚,iq.
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Note that PM00,ρ are disjoint to each other by [15, Lemma 3.9]. Now we can
apply [15, Corollary 3.4] so that we have the following induced unramified
node-identifying morphism
ιNpµq`1µ :
ĂM1,pK0,rℓsq ˆ PM10,µ ÑM|Npµq`1
where PM10,µ is the blow-up of PM
0
0,µ along the smooth locus
Ů
ρPApµ,µNpµq`1q
PM00,ρ.
The domain of ι
Npµ`1q
µ has the product form because
pιNpµqµ q
´1pMµNpµq`1|Npµqq “
ğ
ρPApµ,µNpµq`1q
ĂM1,pK0,rℓsq ˆ PM00,ρ,
where
Apµa, µbq :“ \tµ1|µ1“µbu
Apµa, µ
1q;
see [15, Section 4.3] for details. Since Mµ|Npµq is a smooth divisor in M|Npµq,
we can apply [15, Lemma 3.5] to obtain
N
ι
Npµq`1
µ
“ pidˆ π11q
˚N
ι
Npµq
µ
,
where π11 : PM
1
0,µ Ñ PM
0
0,µ is the blow-up morphism.
Next we consider j ą Npµq ` 1. We check the following inductively.
‚ For j ą Npµq ` 1, by by [15, Section 4.3 (I5)], we have
pιj´1µ q
´1pMµj |j´1q “
ğ
ρPApµ,µjq
ĂM1,pK0,rℓsq ˆ PMj´Npµq´10,ρ
where PM
j´Npµq´1
0,ρ are the proper transforms of PM
j´Npµq´2
0,ρ via the
blow-up morphism π1
j´Npµq´1.
‚ By [15, Corollary 3.4], the induced node-identifying morphism
ιjµ :
ĂM1,pK0,rℓsq ˆ PMj´Npµq0,µ ÑM|j´Npµq
is unramified, where PM
j´Npµq
0,µ is the blow-up of PM
j´Npµq´1
0,µ along
the smooth locus
Ů
ρPApµ,µjq
PM
j´Npµq´1
0,ρ . We denote
π1j´Npµq : PM
j´Npµq
0,µ Ñ PM
j´Npµq´1
0,µ
the blow-up morphism.
‚ The image of ιjµj`1 is smooth by [15, Section 4.3 (I8)]. Also the
image of ιjµ is smooth because it is a blow-up of the image of ι
j´1
µ by
[15, Lemma 3.3]. Hence the collection tιjµ, ι
j
µj`1 , . . . , ι
j
µN u is properly
self-intersecting.
‚ The normal bundle of ιjµ can be obtained by
N
ι
j
µ
“ pidˆπ1j´Npµqq
˚N
ι
j´1
µ
.
by [15, Lemma 3.5].
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Let us define PĂM0,µ :“ PMN0,µ and PĂM0,ρ :“ PMN0,ρ. Let rπ1 : PĂM0,µ Ñ
PM00,µ be the composition of blow-up morphisms π
1
1, . . . , π
1
N´Npµq. Also we
denote ιNµ by rιµ. Then we have
(3.6) Nrιµ – rι ˚µNĂMµ{ĂMw – rE_ b prπ1q˚γ.
By letting
A1pµq :“
Npµq´1ğ
i“1
Apµi, µq, A0pµq :“
Nğ
i“Npµq`1
Apµ, µiq,
we can write
rι˚µ
¨˝
NĂMµ{ĂMw
¨˝ ÿ
µ1‰µ
ĂMµ1 XĂMµ‚˛˛‚
(3.7)
“ rι˚µNĂMµ{ĂMw
¨˝ ÿ
ρPA1pµq
ĂM1,ρ ˆ PĂM0,µ ` ÿ
ρ1PA0pµq
ĂM1,pK0,rℓsq ˆ PĂM0,ρ1‚˛
“ Nrιµ
¨˝ ÿ
ρPA1pµq
ĂM1,ρ ˆ PĂM0,µ ` ÿ
ρ1PA0pµq
ĂM1,pK0,rℓsq ˆ PĂM0,ρ1‚˛,
where ĂM1,ρ is the proper transform of Dρ defined in the first and second step
of the induction for ρ P A1pµq. Recall that rDρ is the pull-back of Dρ. We
can prove that rDρ “ ĂM1,ρ. For ρ1 P A0pµq, let rDρ1 :“ PĂM0,ρ1 . Therefore,
by using (2.4), (3.7), (3.6), and (3.5) sequentially we obtain
rι˚µNĂMrat{ĂMw |ĂMµ – E_ b rE1
where rE1 :“ prπ1q˚γ˜ ř
ρ1PA0pµq
rDρ1
¸
.
3.2. Connection to perfect obstruction theory. Let ĂMrat :“ YµĂMµ
and
Lµ :“ NĂMµ{ĂM|ĂMµ , Lrat :“ NĂMrat{ĂM|ĂMrat.
By (2.4), we have
Lrat|ĂMµ “ Lµ
¨˝ ÿ
µ1PS,µ1‰µ
ĂMµ1 X ĂMµ‚˛.
In Corollary 2.3, we obtain a morphism
(3.8) Lrat Ñ H
1pE_ĂM{ĂMw |ĂMratq
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whose zero locus is ĂMµ X ĂMred. Note that we haverι ˚µ,PnH1pE_ĂM{ĂMw |ĂMµq – E_ b ev˚‚TPn .
The morphism
(3.9) rι ˚µ,Pn `Lrat|ĂMµ˘ – E_ b q˚µ rE1 Ñ rι ˚µ,PnH1pE_ĂM{ĂMw |ĂMµq
induced by (3.8) coincides with the morphism of vector bundles idE_b rD0 in
[16, p. 1236] after a certain perturbation of the moduli space ĂM1,pK0,rℓsq ˆĂM0,µpPn, dq. The perturbed spaces are the virtual fundamental classes in
symplectic geometry. Here is the explanation of notations above.
‚ ĂM0,µpPn, dq :“M 0,µpPn, dqˆM0,µPĂM0,µ whereM0,µpPn, dq is defined
similar to M0,µpQ, dq.
‚ rιµ,Pn : The node-identifying morphism ĂM1,pK0,rℓsq ˆ ĂM0,µpPn, dq ÑĂMµ.
‚ qµ : The forgetful morphism ĂM0,µpPn, dq Ñ PĂM0,µ.
In [16], Zinger proved the morphism idE_ b rD0 is injective whereas the
morphism (3.9) has zero locus prιµ,Pnq´1pĂMred X ĂMµq.
4. Proof of Theorem 1.1
4.1. Chern class expression of Aµk,d. We begin this section with intro-
ducing some vector bundles on ĂMµ (caution : this is not ĂMp,µ). Let
V1 :“ R
1π˚ev
˚
OPnp1q
‘pn`1q, V2 :“ R
1π˚
˜
mà
i“1
ev˚OPnp´degfiq b ωπ
¸
,
V :“ V1 ‘ V2, N
µ :“ π˚
˜
mà
i“1
ev˚OPnp´degfiq b ωπ
¸
.
Note that rankV1 “ n` 1 and rankV2 “ dp
ř
i degfiq `m. We further note
that ĂMp,µ is isomorphic to the total space of Nµ.
Let V p1 , V
p
2 , and V
p be the pull-back vector bundles on ĂMp,µ. Let σ1 :
V
p
1 Ñ OĂMp,µ and σ2 : V p2 Ñ OĂMp,µ be cosections defined by
σ1 : pu
1
0, . . . , u
1
nq ÞÑ
mÿ
i“1
pi
nÿ
j“0
Bfi
Buj
pu0, . . . , unqu
1
j ,(4.1)
σ2 : pp
1
1, . . . , p
1
mq ÞÑ
mÿ
i“1
p1ifipu0, . . . , unq,
and σ :“ σ1‘σ2. Then the precise statement of Definition 2.1 can be written
with the cosection σ, for instance
A
µ
k,d “ p´1q
d
ř
i degfipbQq˚0
!
H1pE_ĂMp{ĂB| ĂMp,µq,σrCĂMp{ rB|ĂMp,µs.(4.2)
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In this section, we will compute Aµk,d in terms of Chern classes of vector
bundles; see (4.8). To do so, we first introduce some notations
‚ Pµ :“ PpN
µ ‘OĂMµq be a completion of ĂMp,µ.
‚ γ : Pµ Ñ ĂMµ be the projection morphism.
‚ Let D8 :“ PpN
µ ‘ 0q Ă Pµ be the divisor at infinity.
‚ V
p
1 :“ γ
˚V1p´D8q, V
p
2 :“ γ
˚V2, V
p
:“ V
p
1 ‘ V
p
2.
‚ σ1 and σ2 be induced cosections by σ1 and σ2 respectively.
‚ σ :“ σ1 ‘ σ2.
For simplicity, we denote CĂMp{ rB|ĂMp,µ by Cp,µ. Let Cp,µb :“ Cp,µX|0‘V p2 |.
By [13, Proposition 5.1], we have
C
p,µ
b “ C
p,µ X |0‘ V p2 | Ă
ĂMp,µ Y |γ˚F |
where γ : ĂMp Ñ ĂM is the projection morphism, and F is a rank m sub-
bundle F Ă V2|∆µ , ∆µ “
ĂMredX ĂMµ. Let Rp,µ :“ C
C
p,µ
b
{Cp,µ
be the normal
cone to Cp,µb in C
p,µ. Hence, we have rCp,µs “ rRp,µs in A˚pV
ppσqq. By [13,
Proposition 5.3], we obtain
0!V p,σrC
p,µs “ 0!V p,σrR
p,µs “ γ˚0
!
V
p
2,σ2
¨ 0!
V
p
1
rRp,µs.
Here, 0!
V
p
1
is considered as a bivariant class to make sense of a homomorphism
0!
V
p
1
: A˚pV
p
pσqq Ñ A˚pV
p
2pσ2qq and R
p,µ is the closure of Rp,µ in V
p
.
Let Bµ :“ 0!
V
p
1
rRp,µs. Since Rp,µ is contained in Pµ Y |γ˚F |, we may
regard Bµ as an element in the image of A˚pP
µ Y |γ˚F |q Ñ A˚pV
p
2pσ2qq.
Then we can decompose Bµ into Bµ “ Bµ1 `B
µ
2 such that B
µ
1 P A˚pP
µq and
B
µ
2 P A˚p|γ
˚F |q. We can show that γ˚0
!
V
p
2,σ2
B
µ
2 “ 0 by a dimension reason;
see [13, Section 5.0.1]. Hence we have
0!V p,σrC
p,µs “ γ˚0
!
V
p
2,σ2
pBµ1 q.(4.3)
Let Cp,µ0 :“ CĂMp{ĂMw |ĂMp,µ . (Caution: Cp,µ was CĂMp{ rB|ĂMp,µ .) Consider
the gluing of (2.14)
0Ñ R1π˚OC ĂMp,µ αÝÑ H1pE_ĂMp{ rB|ĂMp,µq Ñ H1pE_ĂMp{ĂMw |ĂMp,µq Ñ 0.
Then the morphism α factors through
R1π˚OC ĂMp,µ
α
xxrrr
rr
rr
rr
rr
r
α

0 // V p1
// H1pE_ĂMp{ rB|ĂMp,µq // V p2 // 0.
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The quotient of α : R1π˚OC ĂMp,µ Ñ V p1 is γ˚H1pE_ĂM{ĂMw |ĂMµq. Let V 11 :“
H1pE_ĂM{ĂMw |ĂMµq. Then we can write H1pE_ĂMp{ĂMw |ĂMp,µq “ γ˚V 11 ‘V p2 . Note
that Cp,µ0 Ă γ
˚V 11 ‘ V
p
2 .
Let pCp,µ0 qb :“ C
p,µ
0 X |0 ‘ V
p
2 | and R
p,µ
0 :“ CpCp,µ
0
qb{C
p,µ
0
. The glueing of
(2.14) gives rise to the exact sequence of abelian cones
0Ñ R1π˚OC ĂMp,µ Ñ Cp,µ Ñ Cp,µ0 Ñ 0,
and in the middle term, we have R1π˚OC ĂMp,µ X Cp,µb “ 0 since α factors
through V p1 . Thus we have the following exact sequence of cones
0 // R1π˚OC ĂMp,µ // Rp,µ // Rp,µ0 // 0,
0 // R1π˚OC
Pµ
// Rp,µ // R
p,µ
0
// 0,
where Rp,µ0 is the closure of R
p,µ
0 in γ
˚V 11p´D8q ‘ V
p
2. Thus, we have
B
µ
1 “ 0
!
V
p
1
rRp,µ|ĂMp,µs “ 0!γ˚V 11p´D8qrRp,µ0 |ĂMp,µs.(4.4)
Now we study Rp,µ0 by using a local computation. We use the notations
in Section 2.1. The normal cone Cp,µ0 was locally represented by
C
p,µ
0
loc
– CY {XˆCn`m |Y i
– Spec
ˆ
R{ptiqry1 . . . , yn`msrx1, . . . , xn`ms
pyixj ´ yjxiq1ďiăjďn`m
˙
.
Then, the local equation of pCp,µ0 qb is tx1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ xn “ 0u. LetrR :“ R{ptiqry1 . . . , yn`msrx1, . . . , xn`ms
px1, . . . , xn, yixj ´ yjxiq1ďiăjďn`m
be the (local) coordinate ring of pCp,µ0 qb. The normal cone CpCp,µ
0
qb{C
p,µ
0
is
then
C
pCp,µ
0
qb{C
p,µ
0
loc
–
rRrz1, . . . , zns
pyizj ´ yjziq1ďiďjďn
.
Recall that pCp,µ0 qb Ă
ĂMp,µ Y γ˚F . Since the local equation of ĂMp,µ is
tx1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ xn`m “ 0u, we have
C
pCp,µ
0
qb{C
p,µ
0
|ĂMp,µ loc– rR{pxn`1, . . . , xn`mqrz1, . . . , znspyizj ´ yjziq1ďiďjďn
–
R{ptiqry1, . . . , yn`msrz1, . . . , zns
pyizj ´ yjziq1ďiďjďn
.
From the above local computation, we observe that Rp,µ0 |ĂMp,µ “ γ˚Cµ0
where Cµ0 Ă V
1
1 is the coarse moduli space of the cone stack CĂM{ĂMw |ĂMµ Ă
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h1{h0pE_ĂM{ĂMw |ĂMµq which is irreducible. Thus, we have
0!γ˚V 1
1
p´D8q
rRp,µ0 |ĂMp,µs “ 0!V 1p1 rγ˚Cµ0 s.(4.5)
Recall that ∆µ “ ĂMred X ĂMµ. Let ∆pµ :“ ∆µ ˆĂMµ ĂMp,µ. Let
q : xMµ :“ Bl∆µ ĂMµ Ñ ĂMµ
be the blow-up morphism. By abuse of notation, we denote the induced
morphism xMµˆĂMµ ĂMp,µ Ñ ĂMp,µ by q and let D1 Ă xMµˆĂMµ ĂMp,µ be the
exceptional divisor. By Corollary 2.3, we obtain an injective morphism of
vector bundles
i : q˚rLµpD1q ãÑ q˚H1pE_ĂM{Mw |ĂMµq “ q˚V 11
where rLµ :“ Lrat|ĂMµ . Moreover, Cµ0 is equal to qpIm iq by (2.3). Consider
the diagrampPµ :“ Pµ ˆĂMµ xMµ q //
γ

Pµ
γ

xMp,µ :“ ĂMp,µ ˆĂMµ xMµ q //
γ
tt✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
W7
open
jj❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚ ĂMp,µP0
open
aa❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈
γ
||③③
③③
③③
③③
③
xMµ q // ĂMµ .
By abuse of notation, we used notations q, γ, and γ for pull-backs. Then
we observe
γ˚C
µ
0 “ qpIm jq
where j is the injective morphism induced by i
j : γ˚pq˚rLµpD1qq “ γ˚pq˚rLµpD1qqp´q˚D8q ãÑ γ˚q˚V 11p´q˚D8q “ q˚V 11 .
Hence we have
rγ˚Cµ0 s “ q˚rγ
˚pq˚rLµpD1qqp´q˚D8qs.(4.6)
From (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6), we have
B
µ
1 “ 0
!
γ˚pV 1
1
qp´D8q
rγ˚Cµ0 s
“ 0!γ˚pV 1
1
qp´D8q
q˚rγ
˚pq˚rLµpD1qqp´q˚D8qs
“ q˚ctop
´
γ˚q˚V 11p´q
˚D8q{γ
˚pq˚rLµpD1qqp´q˚D8q¯
where ctopp´q stands for the top Chern class. Thus we have
γ˚B
µ
1 “ γ˚q˚ctop
´
γ˚q˚V 11p´q
˚D8q{γ
˚pq˚rLµpD1qqp´q˚D8q¯(4.7)
“ q˚
´
c
´
q˚V 11{γ
˚pq˚rLµpD1qq¯ sppq˚Nµq_q¯
rankV 1
1
´m´1
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by [7, Example 3.2.2]. Here cp´q and sp´q denote the Chern and Segre
classes respectively, and p´qi indicates the degree i component. For more
specific computation, we need the following lemma with a general situation.
Lemma 4.1. Let Y be a smooth variety and let X Ă Y be a smooth subva-
riety of codimension r. Let π : rY “ BlXY Ñ Y be the blow-up morphism
and D be the exceptional divisor. Let E and L be a vector bundle and a line
bundle on Y respectively. Assume that a line bundle π˚LpDq is embedded in
E as a subbundle. Then we have
π˚cr´1pπ
˚E{π˚LpDqq “
ˆ
cpEq
cpLq
˙
r´1
.
Proof. We have
cr´1pπ
˚E{π˚LpDqq “
ˆ
cpπ˚Eq
cpπ˚LpDqq
˙
r´1
“
ˆ
cpπ˚Eq
1` π˚c1pLq `D
˙
r´1
“
˜
cpπ˚Eq
˜
8ÿ
i“0
p´1qipπ˚c1pLq `Dq
i
¸¸
r´1
.
Note that D – PpNX{Y q. For every 1 ď l ď k ď r ´ 1, we have
π˚
´
cr´1´kpπ
˚Eq ¨Dl
¯
“ cr´1´kpEq ¨ pπ˚D
lq
“ cr´1´kpEq ¨ π˚pc1pOPpNX{Y qp´1qq
l´1 ¨Dq
“ p´1ql´1 ¨ cr´1´kpEq ¨ sl´rpNX{Y qrXs “ 0.
Hence we have
π˚
˜
cpπ˚Eq
˜
8ÿ
i“0
p´1qipπ˚c1pLq `Dq
i
¸¸
r´1
“ π˚
˜
cpπ˚Eq
˜
8ÿ
i“0
p´1qipπ˚c1pLqq
i
¸¸
r´1
“
ˆ
cpEq
cpLq
˙
r´1
.

By (4.3), (4.7) and Lemma 4.1, we have
0!V p,σrC
p,µs “ γ˚0
!
V
p
2,σ2
pBµ1 q(4.8)
“ 0!V2,ξ2γ˚pB
µ
1 q
“ 0!V2,ξ2r
ĂMµs˜cpV 11qsppNµq_q
cprLµq
¸
rankV 1
1
´m´1
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where the cosection ξ2 : V2 Ñ OĂMµ is defined by
p 9p1, . . . , 9pmq ÞÑ
mÿ
i“1
9pifipu0, . . . , unq, u0, . . . , un P ΓpCĂMµ , ev˚OPnp1qq.
By (4.2) and (4.8), we have
A
µ
k,d “ p´1q
d
ř
i degfipbQq˚
¨˝
0!V2,ξ2r
ĂMµs˜cpV 11qsppNµq_q
cprLµq
¸
rankV 1
1
´m´1
‚˛.
(4.9)
4.2. Condition (2) of Theorem 1.1 : Computation of Aµk,d in terms
of Chern classes of vector bundles and Zinger’s formula. Let
‚ ĂM0,µpQ, dq :“M0,µpQ, dq ˆM0,µ PĂM0,µ.
‚ ĂMµpQq :“ ĂMµ ˆM1,kpPn,dq M1,kpQ, dq.
The node-identifying morphism rιµ lifts to the following morphismsrιµ,Pn : ĂM1,pK0,rℓsq ˆ ĂM0,µpPn, dq Ñ ĂMµ,rιµ,Q : ĂM1,pK0,rℓsq ˆ ĂM0,µpQ, dq Ñ ĂMµpQq.
We define a subgroup Spµq of the symmetric group Sℓ by
Spµq :“tf P Sℓ | di “ dfpiq and |Ki| “ |Kfpiq| for all i P rℓsu.
Note that Spµq acts on ĂM1,pK0,rℓsqˆĂM0,µpPn, dq (resp. ĂM1,pK0,rℓsqˆĂM0,µpQ, dq)
by permuting marked points on ĂM1,pK0,rℓsq and components in ĂM0,µpPn, dq
(resp. ĂM0,µpQ, dq). Then rιµ,Q and rιµ,Pn send an Spµq-orbit to a point. It
implies that
degprιµ,Pnq “ degprιµ,Qq “ |Spµq|.
Let us define
‚ ĂM0,µpPn, dq :“ Ů
µ1PS, µ1“µ
ĂM0,µ1pPn, dq.
‚ ĂM0,µpQ, dq :“ Ů
µ1PS, µ1“µ
ĂM0,µ1pQ, dq.
‚ PĂM0,µ :“ Ů
µ1PS, µ1“µ
PĂM0,µ1 .
Note that |tµ1 P S | µ1 “ µu| “ ℓ!{|Spµq|. Thus the induced node-identifying
morphisms rιµ,Pn : ĂM1,pK0,rℓsq ˆ ĂM0,µpPn, dq Ñ ĂMµrιµ,Q : ĂM1,pK0,rℓsq ˆ ĂM0,µpQ, dq Ñ ĂMµpQq
have degree ℓ!. Hence we have
ℓ! ¨ 0!V2,ξ2r
ĂMµs “ prιµ,Qq˚0!prιµ,Pn q˚V2,prιµ,Pn q˚ξ2 ´rĂM1,pK0,rℓsqs ˆ rĂM0,µpPn, dqs¯ .
(4.10)
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by the bivariant property of localized Gysin map. Therefore we have
A
µ
k,d “ p´1q
d
ř
i degfipbQq˚
˜
0!V2,ξ2r
ĂMµscpV 11qsppNµq_q
cprLµq
¸
rankV 1
1
´m´1
“
p´1qd
ř
i degfi
ℓ!
pbQq˚prιµ,Qq˚0!prιµ,Pn q˚V2,prιµ,Pn q˚ξ2 ´rĂM1,pK0,rℓsqs ˆ rĂM0,µpPn, dqs¯˜
cpprιµ,Qq˚V 11qspprιµ,Qq˚pNµq_q
cpprιµ,Qq˚rLµq
¸
rankV 1
1
´m´1
“
1
ℓ!
pbQq˚
´
rĂM1,pK0,rℓsqs ˆ rĂM0,µpQ, dqsvir¯˜
cpE_ b ev˚‚TPnqspE
_ b ev˚‚ p‘iOPnpdegfiqqq
cpE_ b q˚µ
rE1q
¸
rankV 1
1
´m´1
“
1
ℓ!
pbQq˚
´
rĂM1,pK0,rℓsqs ˆ rĂM0,µpQ, dqsvir¯
˜
cpE_ b ev˚‚TQq
cpE_ b q˚µ
rE1q
¸
rankV 1
1
´m´1
(4.11)
where qµ : ĂM0,µpQ, dq Ñ PĂM0,µ is the projection morphism. The first
equality comes from (4.9), the second equality comes from (4.10), the third
equality comes from [13, Proposition 5.5], (3.9), and the base change the-
orem, and the fourth equality comes from the exact sequence of tangent
bundles
0Ñ TQ Ñ TPn |Q Ñ ‘iOPnpdegfiq|Q Ñ 0.
(4.11) exactly coincides with the formula [16, (3-29)]. Note that an integra-
tion over Aµk,d induces the formula [16, Theorem 1A]; see [16, Section 3.4].
So the second condition (2) of Theorem 1.1 is explained.
4.3. Condition (1) of Theorem 1.1. [8, Theorem 2.11] tells us that
N red :“ π˚ev
˚p‘mi“1OPnpdegfiqq
is a vector bundle on ĂMred. Let s be the section onN red induced by fi, which
are defining equations of Q Ă Pn. By Definition 2.1 and [13, Proposition
4.1], we have
Aredk,d “ 0
!
h1{h0pE_ĂMp{ĂBq,σrCĂMp,red{ rBs “ 0!pNredq_,s_rĂMp,reds.
The most right-hand side 0!
pNredq_,s_
rĂMp,reds is a refined Euler class. Thus
the first condition (1) of Theorem 1.1 is explained.
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Notations
The below is a table of notations frequently used.
Q a complete intersection in Pn defined by tf1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ fm “ 0u
Sk,d or S the index set of elements µ “ ppd1,K1q, . . . , pdℓ,Kℓqq
such that
ř
i di “ d, Kj are mutually disjoint subsets of rks
S the index set of elements µ “ tpd1,K1q, . . . , pdℓ,Kℓqu
Mg,k or M the moduli space of prestable genus g curves with k marked
points
M
w
g,k,d or M
w the moduli space of prestable genus g, weight d curves with
k marked points
M
µ the closed substack of Mw parametrizing µ-type weighted curves
M0,µ
ś
iPrℓs
M
w
0,‚\Ki,diĂMw Hu-Li’s desingularization of Mw
1,k,dĂMµ the exceptional divisor in ĂMw lying on a proper transform of Mµ
M
div
g,k,d or M
div the moduli space of prestable genus g curves with k marked
points and a degree d divisor on CĂMdiv ĂMw ˆMw
1,k,d
M
div
1,k,d
Bg,k,d or B the moduli space of prestable genus g curves with k marked
points and a degree d line bundle on CrB ĂMw ˆMw
1,k,d
B1,k,d
MµpP
n, dq M1,kpP
n, dq ˆMw M
µ
MµpQ, dq M1,kpQ, dq ˆMw M
µ
M0,µpP
n, dq M0,‚\K1pµqpP
n, d1pµqq ˆPn ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆPn M0,‚\KℓpµqpµqpP
n, dℓpµqpµqq
M0,µpQ, dq M0,‚\K1pµqpQ, d1pµqq ˆQ ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆQM0,‚\KℓpµqpµqpQ, dℓpµqpµqqĂM ĂMw ˆMw
1,k,d
M1,kpP
n, dqĂMred the reduced component of ĂMĂMµ an irreducible component of ĂM indexed by µĂMQ ĂMw ˆMw
1,k,d
M1,kpQ, dqĂMp ĂMˆM1,kpPn,dq M1,kpPn, dqpĂMp,red the reduced component of ĂMpĂMp,µ ĂMµ ˆM1,kpPn,dq M1,kpPn, dqpxMµ the blow-up of ĂMµ along ĂMµ X ĂMredxMp,µ ĂMp,µ ˆ ĂMµ xMµ
ιµ the node-identifying morphism M1,K0\rℓs ˆM0,µ ÑM
µ.rιµ the proper transform of ιµ along the blow-up ĂMµ ÑMµ.
π : C Ñ X a universal curve on a stack X
ev an evaluation morphism from C
CA{B the relative intrinsic normal cone of A relative to B.
CA{B the coarse moduli space of the intrinsic normal cone CA{B
h1{h0pE0 Ñ E1q a bundle stack rE1{E0s
0!
h1{h0pEq,σ or 0
!
E,σ a localized Gysin map
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